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two dangerous ex-convicts who have nothing left to lose escape during a prison transfer. out of breath and force, chased by the police, they find a hideout in a charming millstone house, where a friendly family, the rozes live.
welcome to the roses is the first movie in a series of offbeat comedies exploring some of the less savory aspects of modern life. after two dangerous convicts who have nothing to lose escape during a prison transfer, they are
chased by the police, and end up in the empty home of a charming family that has a series of strange quirks and symptoms. into the house of the rozes. into the house of the rozes. on a weekend trip to his son's, a policeman
takes the opportunity to search his house, following a tip-off that he is hiding some fugitive ex-convicts. as soon as he's inside, the policeman loses his nerve and leaves his house, finding no-one inside. two escaped convicts run
out of breath and force to the beautiful house of the roz family. the situation will bring them all together, and life in this seemingly normal suburban family won't be quite as rosy as they thought. welcome to the roses, the first
movie in a series of offbeat comedies exploring some of the less savory aspects of modern life. after two dangerous convicts who have nothing to lose escape during a prison transfer, they are chased by the police, and end up
in the empty home of a charming family that has a series of strange quirks and symptoms. in order to flee, ex-convicts have to be caught and transferred from prison to prison. they are locked into a small cage. exiting this
prison, they fall victim to the police, who do not let go. they hide in the house of the rozes, where they will be chased and caught again. the situation will bring them all together, and life in this seemingly normal suburban family
won't be quite as rosy as they thought.
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but how does an everyday family of five, consisting of a couple, their son, their daughter, and their furry friend, find themselves in a prison to begin with? well, the rozes say that, "everything happens for a reason." and
everything is about to go down, when two escaped convicts crash into their lives. the story of the rozes is an offbeat comedy, with its two convicts, vino and macho, taking refuge at the rozes' home. once there, they manage to

kidnap the household, which is about to have its lives turned upside down. and you'll never guess what their crimes are! well, these two crooks escaped from a prison, and they're both on the run. but while they escape, they
manage to kidnap the rozes. now, these two convicts have only one condition: they want to leave the rozes' lives, in one piece! the film is an adaptation of the 1988 play la chambre double by jean paul rappeneau, and was
directed by françois ozon. bienvenue chez les rozes stars andré dussollier as the father, nicolas marié as his friend and mentor, and romain duris as the con artist uncle. if wes anderson wrote a french movie, this would be it.

bienvenue chez les rozes is very stylistic, character-driven, and overall a pretty pleasant watch. the writing is solid, not laugh-out-loud funny, but good for a couple chuckles. the plot of bienvenue chez les rozes is pretty simple
and fairly straightforward, but it's also pretty clever. les rozes is a french crime family who have been operating for years in france. they have a house where they make their money, but they also have a family of sorts. all of the

members of the family live together in this house, so when the house gets raided and the members of the family are taken, the rozes family are in a bit of a pickle. 5ec8ef588b
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